EAGLEMAN David TIME Oct 4 2012

I was 10 to 15 mins late... arriv ed at 12:13 to LKS 120.
he gives  Psychiatry Grand Rounds today.. Thursday.

Maunsell... latency decreases in LGN cells with bright flashes...

he shows a mosquito swarm animation... no perceived latency with
 the dim mosquitoes  as they swarm across the screen
how is that?

perhaps  the brain WAITS for an extra 80 ms  to wait for the dim signals
 to cause a response  before you report out the story.

so, how far in the past do we live...

how far in the past:     > 80 msec ....
 and why?

evolution has to balance 2 constraints...

must operate at close to the border of the present as possible
BUT  must account for latency differences in incoming info...

consc has excellent temporal resolution ...

TV engineers:  discovered... can be off by 80 millseconds!!!
in synchronizing the audio and the video track...



watch a basketball being dribbled... they are synched  (audio and video) up til about 100 feet than the
latency. diff is > 80 msec.

BUT... how long can you wait before you consc. reports out its interpretation..

perhaps  short people are more in the present cuz signals have less far to travel relative to tall folks.


blink your eyes... little gap of time of 80 ms  when u go blank and do not notice.

DEMO:  look in a mirror and look from your R eye to your L eye...
an expert can  see your saccades but you cannot...it looks instantaneous.

*****
Chapter TWO

Kubla Khan...
vast empire....  Asia under the Mongols map...

he would hire emissaries like Marco Polo to convey news from afar...

based on this, he must've had a temporal problem...

perhaps  1) one person reports a war has just ended and emissary 2 says a war has just begun...

BRAIN is getting info at difft times...
use a gun to start sprinters... takes 180 ms to react... a flash takes 220 ms...

he claps his hands... how is it that  we can sync  up the sight and the sound of the clap...
A  we wait! for the slowest info...

To judge causality, brains must get the timing right...

come into dark conf room from bright outside... takes an extra 80+ ms to react to retinal info  (cuz its light adapted)..

how does brain dynamically react  to sync info  

****

best way to sync is to interact with the world..
best way to predict the future is to create it... ie interact with it...

Motor-sensory calibration

hypothesis: brain expects motor acts to be followed by sensory consequences at a certain time...


Stetson, Cui  in Neuron   100 ms delay of light after press button..

if conseq happens shortly after, then u take credit for it (causal link)  if 2 weeks later than independent...

hit a button and say there's a constant delay... get used to it..
but now if u make it somewhat sooner, then u claim  "it was not me"

pathologies of time?
can the unity of consciouness break down?

*****

SCHIZOPHRENIA...
he says... fundament a disorder of time perception...
credit misattribution... all kinds of florid stories...

suppose the florid stories  were the best explan for  what is happening in the outside world...

suppose  you  thot you were hearing the voice BEFORE u generated it.. then u may misattribute
the voice to someone else outside...

Schizophrenics  do NOT shift.. do not fall for the illusion...

healthy controls DO fall for the illusion... want to recalibrate delays...

summary of part 2:  tempor order is dynamically  recalibrated...

****
CHAPER 3
can subjective time run in slow motion?
eg falling off a roof and time slowing down...
he does a lot of math modeling in his lab...

long time  in subj univ. during an accident eg...

is it  hypothes  one:  time slows down during the accient cuz  resolution  increases  or
hypoth  2:  look at it restrospecrtively ad think it was slow..

if u r Neo in the Matrix... is time slowing down cuz of incr  time resol...
suppose  life threatening situation...
drop people from a tall tower...


caught in a net below goign 70 mph...
S has a wrist  timer flashing numbers...
getting irb to accpe this was major acocmplishment!

estiated suration was  v large... S estimated fall was much longer than it was...

but big finding:  NO better than  calm, control... u are not like neo in the matrix.

Can subjective time run in slow motion?

car accident...  was person next to u actually going ooooooohhhh  nnnnooo  (abs not!)
****
new possib

amygdala activation allows richer memories... we capture everything..
so, event is interprest as having laster longer

possib two:  subjective dustiaon can change whole other aspects of time do not
ie timeis not one thing...

(could be that time is liek perception  ... not one thing... its edge, and colors, and shapes and motion)
****

Part FOUR:


The oddball effect...
shoe shoe shoe  alarm clock  shoe shoe...
the alarm clock appears to have projected much much longer

oddball seems to be about 12-13% LONGER presentation than the usual object...

BUT  if u  show flicker or auditor pitch  simultan with the oddball... the do NOT change...
only the perceived duraiton of the oddball..

claim  increased ATTENTION???  is the duraiton effect modulted by slaience?  NO  it did nto change with guns... scary oddballs.


glance up at a clock on the wall and it seems frozen for an instant... due to
fact that very FIRST  usual object seems to last longer  

but maybe it's not that the first object seems prolonged... it could be  just repetition suppression...
ie the follow-on  (same) objects' duration is suppressed....

repetition suppression...
neural response  seems to map onto the neural firing...
(used to be thot of as fatigue)  but modern view is coding efficiency  ie
all u need to code is... that was the same as the last time...


subjective duration is a measure of energy used  (brainis highly efficient)

went thru past 100 years of liter on perceived duration.. 

duration distortions can be induced by
brightness
size
numerosity
motion
looming, sequence complexity  etc...

teh proleration effect... novel stimuli... seems to last longer..

with stimulus repetiion  get suppressed uration...

SCHIZO... everything is novel to the schizo brain...


healthy control   (show  same letter or nonsense letter combo) 
 they suppress so that they will only report 4 when 5 were shown in
difft spots.   if  the letters are all difft then u report 5  (all 5)...
perhaps  difft in schizos... that's current work...


our hypothesis : subjective duration is proportional  to neural energy  D(subjective) = kE

***
we live in the the PAST; we can dynamically recalibrate;  

Q abt  profess athletes:  he thinks they are trained to anticipate exactly what is happening when.. so they can direct attention rapidly to most important events...

time flies when you're having fun...  yes  prospectively but in retrospect...
 it seems to have lasted longer cuz u've laid down a lot of new memories... lots of new tracks...
 so seems to have  lasted longer  
opposite with boring session:  eg intercontin. flight... goes slow prospectively but in retrospective...  no memories laid down...
seems not to have occupied much time...

....within 80 ms  tend to link up  BUT
he guesses there is learned component... eg  people opens mouth... expect speech to come out... may learn that bayes style...

